Accelerated evolution in inhibitor domains of porcine elafin family members.
Through the analysis of the porcine gene encoding the elastase inhibitor elafin, we demonstrated that there are at least three closely related members of the elafin family, and their genes have arisen by accelerated evolution. A porcine genomic DNA library was screened with a previously cloned human elafin cDNA probe, and several positive clones were obtained that can be distinguished by a combination of restriction enzymes. Sequence analysis of these clones revealed the presence of three homologous members whose genes, all consisting of three exons and two introns, are almost identical except the exon 2 sequences encoding the inhibitor domain called "WAP motif"; the intron sequences are related to each other with sequence similarities of 93-98%, whereas the exon 2 sequences exhibited only 60-77% similarities among the three members. The extreme divergence in the exon 2 sequences compared to the highly conserved intron sequences may be generated by accelerated mutations confined in a short stretch of the genes following recent duplication events of a single ancestral gene. An RNase protection assay indicated that the messages of the elafin family members are abundantly expressed in the trachea and intestine, suggesting that the most likely selective forces for the accelerated evolution are extrinsic proteinases produced by invasive microorganisms.